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Common sequential pattern mining algorithms handle static databases. Once the da-

tabase updates, previous mining results would be incorrect, and we need to restart the en-
tire mining process from scratch. Previous approaches mine patterns in a forward manner 
in both static and incremental databases. Considering the incremental characteristics of 
sequence-merging, we propose a novel methodology, called backward mining, to update 
the patterns in an incremental sequence database. Stable sequences, whose support counts 
remain unchanged in the updated database, are identified and eliminated from the support 
counting process using the backward mining methodology. We develop both the BSpan 
algorithm within the pattern-growth framework and the BSPinc algorithm within the 
Apriori-based framework for incremental discovery of sequential patterns. BSpan prunes 
all the stable sequences and their super sequences so that database projections are mini-
mized. BSPinc generates candidate sequences using backward extensions and mines pat-
terns recursively within the ever-shrinking bit-sequence space. The experimental results 
using both synthetic and real-world datasets show that BSpan and BSPinc work an aver-
age of 4 times faster than the well-known IncSpan algorithm. In comparison to re-mining, 
the average improvement is 6 times faster. 
 
Keywords: incremental discovery, sequential pattern, backward mining, stable sequence, 
sequence merging, incremental database 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mining frequent sequences is a challenging research topic due to its high complexi-
ty. Extensive research has been conducted to improve the mining efficiency of sequential 
patterns [1, 2, 18, 19]. The issue of incremental maintenance of sequential patterns, or 
called incremental sequence mining, cannot be overlooked because the database is con-
stantly updated. In this paper, we focus on efficient algorithms for incremental discovery 
of sequential patterns. 

A sequential pattern is a frequent sub-sequence discovered from a set of transaction- 
sequences, where each transaction is an itemset (i.e., a set of items). For example, each 
record in a transactional database is an itemset purchased by a customer at a transaction 
time. Data from the same customer are sorted in ascending time order into a data se-
quence before mining. A data sequence supports a sequence if each transaction of the 
sequence is contained by a distinct transaction in the data sequence, sequentially with 
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respect to all transactions of the sequence. The number of data sequences supporting the 
sequence is referred to as the support count. A sequential pattern (also called frequent 
sequence) refers to a sequence whose support count exceeding a user-specified number. 
For example, if a sufficient number of customers in the transactional database have the 
purchasing sequence of home audio, projector, and then home theater, such a sequence is 
a sequential pattern. Sequential pattern mining is complicated, considering the abundant 
combinations of potential sequences, not to mention the re-mining required when data-
bases are updated or changed. 

Common algorithms for sequential pattern mining handle static databases, which 
mean the data in the database will not change. Once the data change, the previous mining 
result will be incorrect, and we need to restart the entire mining process for the new up-
dated sequence database. However, in practice, sequence databases are not static, and 
they are usually updated by appending new transactions of existing customers or data 
sequences of new customers. Moreover, the database often changes in small increments. 
For example, a retail sales database is updated each week. The sales data for the new 
week often represent only a small percentage of the previous year’s sales data. We ob-
serve that not only the database but also the sequential patterns change in small incre-
ments. Mining the entire updated database is very time-consuming because many se-
quential patterns’ support counts do not change after the update. If we can find the se-
quential pattern that remains unchanged after the update, we may free from examining 
the support counts of such patterns. Unfortunately, finding this type of patterns is very 
difficult because if one transaction is appended to an existing data sequence, many pos-
sible new patterns are generated. Although re-mining the unchanged pattern is unneces-
sary, the changed pattern must be re-mined. Detecting unchanged patterns as early in the 
process as possible could benefit incremental mining very much. If we can use previous-
ly unchanged sequential patterns to speed up incremental sequence mining, this will be a 
useful and efficient breakthrough.  

Several algorithms [3-8, 12, 17] were introduced to deal with the problem of incre-
mental mining of sequential patterns, based on common sequence mining algorithms. 
However, these algorithms still have some limitations on finding the unchanged patterns 
for incremental mining. Previous sequential pattern mining approaches, within either the 
Apriori-based [2, 19, 22] or the projection-based [16, 18, 20] framework, mine patterns 
in a forward manner, called forward mining here. Let k-pattern be a sequential pattern 
with k items. A discovered k-pattern is used as a prefix, and one potential item is added 
after the k-pattern to form the candidate (k+1)-pattern in forward mining. For example, 
after mining pattern <(a)(b)> in forward mining, the pattern is employed as a prefix and 
one item after the pattern is added (or projected), such as <(a)(b)(c)>, to be tested. 

After an in-depth study of the incremental characteristics of sequences, we develop 
a novel methodology, called backward mining, for efficient incremental sequence dis-
covery. In contrast to forward mining, the candidate pattern <(c)(b)(a)> is mined after 
<(b)(a)> is discovered in backward mining. A discovered k-pattern is used as a postfix, 
and one potential item is added before the k-pattern to form the candidate (k+1)-pattern 
in the proposed backward mining methodology. 

We found that backward mining methodology is more efficient than forward mining 
for incremental sequence discovery. A particular issue in incremental sequence mining, 
named sequence merging, is that all transactions of a customer, either appeared in previ-
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(a) Forward mining: scattered subsequences.     (b) Backward mining: grouped subsequences. 
Fig. 1. Various flows of sequential pattern mining: appending b to <abc>. 

ous mining or just emerged in current mining, are to be sorted into one data sequence. 
Consequently, newly appended items will change the previous sequence into a new se-
quence due to sequence merging so as to complicate the support counting in incremental 
sequence mining. Many new sub-sequences are generated but only the supports of those 
sub-sequences not existing in the previous data sequence should be increased. The merge 
step may introduce redundant counting operations without systematic checking. For ex-
ample, a data sequence <(a)(b)(c)> appended item b to become <(a)(b)(c)(b)> so that the 
boxed nodes in Fig. 1 will be affected. Using backward mining, we may easily skip the 
checking required in forward mining, i.e. those nodes prefixed by items a and c in Fig. 1 
(a). In addition, the anti-monotone property, referring to all the sub-patterns of a frequent 
pattern must be frequent, still holds for backward mining. Therefore, if a k-sequence is 
infrequent, none of its super sequence can be frequent. Hence, if <(c)(b)> is infrequent, 
<(b)(c)(b)>, <(a)(c)(b)>, <(b)(a)(c)(b)>, and so on can be eliminated in backward min-
ing since they cannot be frequent. Fig. 1 shows two different methodology of sequential 
pattern mining. 

To the best of our knowledge, no algorithms with backward mining flow have been 
proposed for the mining and the maintenance of sequential patterns. In this paper, we 
present the backward mining methodology and describe a unique property, called stable 
sequence properties, for incremental discovery of sequential patterns. We develop two 
incremental mining algorithms within different frameworks to show the applicability of 
the backward mining methodology. First, the BSpan (Backward Sequential PAtterN 
mining and updating) algorithm utilizes the PrefixSpan algorithm [18] to incrementally 
mine and update sequential patterns within the pattern-growth framework. Second, the 
BSPinc (Backward SPAM for incremental mining) algorithm utilizes the SPAM algo-
rithm [2] as the basis to incrementally mine the sequential patterns within the Apriori- 
based framework. The extensive experiments show that the backward methodology is 
several times faster than the well-known incremental mining algorithms. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses the problem 
statements. Section 3 briefly reviews the related work. Section 4 introduces the proposed 
methodology of backward mining and two algorithms BSPinc and BSpan. The Experi-
mental results are reported and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the study. 

 

subtrees need mining: <a>, <b>, <c>

boxed: new subsequences

    subtrees need mining: <b>

boxed: new subsequences
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENTS 
 

The problem of incremental discovery of sequential patterns is formally defined as 
follows. Let  = {1, 2, …, r} be a set of literals, called items. An itemset e = (1, 
2, …, q) is a nonempty set of q items such that e  . A sequence s, denoted by <ew 

ew-1 … e2 e1>, is an ordered list of w elements where each element ei is an itemset. With-
out loss of generality, we assume the items in an element are in reverse lexicographic 
order. The size of a sequence s, written as |s|, is the total number of items in all the ele-
ments in s. Sequence s is a k-sequence if |s| = k. A sequence s = <ewew-1…e2e1> is a sub-
sequence of another sequence s = <emem-1…e2e1> if there exist 1  i1 < i2 < … < iw  m 
such that e1 ei1, e2 ei2, …, and ewein. Sequence s is a super-sequence of s if s is 
a subsequence of s. Note that the parentheses for an itemset are omitted whenever there 
is no ambiguity. For example, <(c)(d,b)(a)> is a 4-sequence, which can be represented as 
<c(d,b)a>, and it contains a 3-sequence <cba>.  

The sequence database DB contains |DB| data sequences, where each data sequence 
ds is a sequence with a unique identifier sid. The support count of sequence s, denoted 
by s.count, is the number of data sequences containing s. The support of sequence s, de-
noted by s.sup, is s.count divided by |DB|. The minsup is the user specified minimum 
support threshold. A sequence s is a frequent sequence, or called sequential pattern, if 
s.sup  minsup. A sequential pattern s having |s| = k is referred to as a k-pattern. Lk is the 
set of all the k-patterns. 

Given the minsup and the sequence database DB, the problem of sequential pattern 
mining is to discover the set of all sequential patterns, denoted by PDB. In practice, the 
sequence database will be updated with new transactions after the mining process. Possi-
ble updating includes appending transactions, insertions of data sequences, etc. With 
respect to the same minsup, the incremental mining problem aims to find out the new set 
of all sequential patterns after database updating without re-mining the whole database. 
We describe the issue of incremental discovery by considering the problem of transaction 
appending first. Transaction modification can be accomplished by transaction deletion 
and appending. Table 1 lists the notations used in this paper. 

Table 1. Notations used in this paper. 
1, 2, …, r Items 
(1, 2, …, q) A q-itemset, each i is an item.
s = <ew ew-1 … e2 e1> A sequence with w element, each ei is an item.
s.count The support count of sequence s.
s.sup The support of sequence s.
dsDB, dsdb, dsUD A data sequence in DB, db, and UD respectively. 
minsup The user specified minimum support.
PDB The set of all sequential patterns in DB.
s= <(x)ewew-1… e2e1> A sequence-extension with item x to sequence s
s= <{x}ew ew-1… e2e1> An itemset-extension with item x to sequence s
s-pj projection of sequence s; the set of all data sequences containing s in UD. 
s-end  ending of sequence s = <ewew-1… e2 e1>, i.e. e1.

dsUD-inc increment of a data sequence dsUD.

s-end-pj end-projection of sequence s; the set of data sequences in s-pj whose in-
crement contains s-end.

s-DB-pj DB-projection of sequence s; s-pj \ s-end-pj
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The original database DB is appended with a few data sequences after some time. 
The increment database db is referred to as the set of these newly appended data se-
quences. The sids of the data sequences in db may already exist in DB. The whole data-
base combining all the data sequences from the original database DB and the increment 
database db is referred to as the updated database UD. A data sequence dsDB in DB is 
updated with the data sequence dsdb and its corresponding data sequence in UD is dsUD. 
An example UD, DB, and db, as shown in Table 2, will be used throughout the context. 
The data sequences ds1, ds2, ds3, ds4 and ds6 are the data sequences that append new 
transactions. The data sequences ds7, ds8, and ds9 are new data sequences. 

 

Table 2. An updated database UD, its increment database db (sequences in bold face) and 
the original database DB (sequences without bold face). 

sid data sequence ending increment PDB (ms=1/3) PUD (ms=1/3) 
ds1 <fad (f,e)>   {f, e} {f, e} <a>:5, <b>:3 

<c>:3, <d>:3 
<e>:2, <f>:4 
<ca>:2, <(ba)>:2
<fa>:3, <bb>:2 
<eb>:2,<ad>:3 
<fd>:3, <fad>:3 

<a>:5, <b>:7 
<c>:3, <d>:6 
<e>:5, <f>:5 
<fa>:3, <ab>:3 
<bb>:4, <eb>:3 
<fb>: 3, <(d,b)>:4 
<ad>: 3, <fad>: 3 
<fd>: 4,<be>:3 

ds2 <b(e,c)(b,a) eb> {b} {e, b} 
ds3 <f(b,a)(d,b) f> {f} {f} 
ds4 <facd b> {b} {b} 
ds5 <ca> {a} 
ds6 <e(f,e,b) (d,b)> {d, b} {d, b} 

ds7 <(d,b)> {d, b} {d, b}  
ds8 <(d,b)(e)> {e} {e, d, b} 
ds9 <be(f,b)> {f, b} {f, e, b} 

3. RELATED WORK 

The basis of incremental mining is traditional sequential pattern mining. For exam-
ple, IncSpan algorithm [5] is based on PrefixSpan [18]; PBIncSpan algorithm [4] is also 
based on PrefixSpan [18]; IncSP [12] extends GSP algorithm [19]; CISpan [21] uses 
CloSpan [20] as the base mining algorithm. Nevertheless, these approaches use the for-
ward mining methodology. Some incremental sequence mining algorithms are reviewed 
briefly here. 

IncSpan [5] keeps the semi-frequent patterns to speed up the discovery of the newly 
appeared patterns, which were not frequent in previous mining. The algorithm sets a 
semi-frequent ratio and uses PrefixSpan to mine not only the frequent sequential patterns 
but also the semi-frequent sequential patterns. It also can directly add the support count 
that was added by a new sequence and newly appended item. However, to have the semi- 
frequent patterns, a lowered support is used in the mining so that much time is spent on 
the mining. 

PBIncSpan algorithm [4] constructs a prefix tree for a sequence database using a 
similar method as the mining in PrefixSpan. A width-pruning and a depth-pruning strate-
gies are used to maintain the sequence tree after scanning the incremental part of the up-
dated database. By checking sequence ids in the projected database of a node p, the 
width-pruning strategy shrinks the search space of a node p and its subtree. By checking 
the intersection of the projected database of a node p and the incremental part of the up-
dated database, and then the intersection of the incremental element set (IES) of node p 
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and its sibling nodes, the depth-pruning shrinks the search space using the Apriori prop-
erty if the intersection is an empty set. However, the width-pruning needs to maintain the 
set of sequence ids for projected databases. The existence checking of ids is time-con- 
suming when the updated database is huge. Especially, when the prefix tree has a large 
number of nodes, the depth-pruning might be inefficient with respect to the Apriori 
property. 

IncSP algorithm [12] is an incremental mining algorithm based on the GSP algo-
rithm [19], which is a multiple-pass candidate-generation-and-test algorithm. IncSP di-
vides the incremental mining into two parts: one is updating the sequential patterns in the 
DB, and the other is the finding of the sequential patterns in the incremental database 
(db). Then, the algorithm merges the two sets of patterns to generate new candidates. The 
process is also time-consuming when the number of candidates is large. 

CISpan algorithm [21] treats updating, appending, and modifications as steps of de-
leting old sequences and adding new ones. For example, the updating of sequence <abcd> 
into <abbf> is handled by deleting one sequence <abcd> and inserting one new sequence 
<abbf>. Nevertheless, appending itemsets to existing sequences may generate too many 
sequences, which need to be processed. In the worst case, the entire mining process still 
has to be performed. 

4. BACKWARD MINING AND MAINTENANCE OF SEQUENTIAL 
PATTERNS 

The performance and result of mining sequential patterns in static databases using 
either forward or backward approaches are the same. Nevertheless, mining sequential 
patterns in incrementally updated databases using the backward approaches significantly 
outperforms that using forward approaches. In this section, we present the backward 
mining approaches for incremental discovery of sequential patterns. Section 4.1 de-
scribes the terminology used in the backward mining. Section 4.2 addresses the stable 
sequence property for incremental mining using the backward mining methodology. Sec-
tion 4.3 presents the proposed backward mining approach within the pattern-growth 
based framework. Section 4.4 describes the proposed backward mining approach within 
the Apriori-based framework.  

 
4.1 Terminology used in Backward Mining 

 
The definitions of basic terms in backward mining are the same as those stated in 

Section 2. The terms used particularly in the backward mining are defined as follows. 
The items in an element and the elements in a sequence are defined in a reverse or-

der, as described in Section 2. The formation of a sequence is extended backward in 
backward mining within both the Apriori-based and the pattern-growth based frame-
works. Thus, a sequence-extension with item x to a sequence s = <ewew-1…e2e1> forms s 
= <(x)ewew-1…e2e1>. An itemset-extension with item x to a sequence s= <ewew-1…e2e1> 
forms s = <(x)ewew-1…e2e1>. Both sequence-extension and itemset-extension are exten-
sions of s. For example, we extend sequence <ba> with an itemset <c> to form the se-
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quence <cba>; we extend sequence <ba> with item c to the itemset (b) in <ba> to form 
the sequence <(c,b)a>. 

The projection of a sequence s, denoted by s-pj, is the set of all data sequences con-
taining s in UD. The size of the projection, written as |s-pj|, is the total number of data 
sequences in s-pj. The ending of a sequence s = <ewew-1… e2e1>, denoted by s-end, refers 
to the element e1. The increment of a data sequence dsUD, denoted by dsUD-inc, is the set 
of items in the corresponding dsdb. The increment-union of a set of data sequences is the 
union of the increments of all the data sequences in the set. The end-projection of a se-
quence s, denoted by s-end-pj, is the set of data sequences in s-pj whose increment con-
tains the ending of s. The DB-projection of a sequence s, denoted by s-DB-pj, is the 
set-theoretic difference of s-pj and s-end-pj, i.e. s-pj\s-end-pj. In short, projections, end- 
projections, and DB-projections contain set of data sequences; endings, increments, and 
increment-unions contain set of items. 

 

Table 3. Some end-projections and DB-projections. 
sequence end-projection DB-projection sequence end-projection DB-projection 

<a> 
{ds1, ds2, ds3,

ds4, ds5} 
<fb> {ds4, ds6} {ds3} 

<b> {ds2, ds4, ds6,  
 ds7, ds8, ds9} 

{ds3} <(d,b)> {ds6, ds7, ds8} {ds3} 

<ab> {ds2, ds4} {ds3} <(f,b)> {ds9} 
<bb> {ds2, ds6, ds9} {ds3} <bab> {ds2} 
<cb> {ds2, ds4}  <eab> {ds2} 
<db> {ds4}  <fab> {ds4} {ds3} 
<eb> {ds2, ds6, ds9}  <(b,a)b> {ds2} {ds3} 

 

For example, the projection of <d>, <d>-pj, is {ds1, ds3, ds4, ds6, ds7, ds8} and <fd>- 
pj is {ds1, ds3, ds4, ds6} in Table 2. The ending of ds1 = <fad (f,e)> is {f, e}; <b(e,c)(b,a)e 
b>-end (ds2-end) is {b} and <f(b,a)(d,b) f>-end (ds3-end) is {f}. The increment of ds1 is 
{f, e}; ds2-inc is {e, b} and ds3-inc is {f}. The increment-union of UD is {b, d, e, f}. To 
obtain the end-projection of <d>, we check the increment of each sequence in the projec-
tion of <d> (<d>-pj) to find out which contains the ending of <d>. The increment of ds1, 
ds3, ds4, ds6, ds7, and ds8 is checked to see which contains {d}. Thus, we have <d>- 
end-pj = {ds6, ds7, ds8}. Similarly, we find <fd>-end-pj to be {ds6}. The DB-projection 
of <d>, <d>-DB-pj, is {ds1, ds3, ds4} and <fd>-DB-pj is {ds1, ds3, ds4}. Table 3 lists 
some end-projections and DB-projections with respect to the UD in Table 2. 
 
4.2 Stable Sequences in Backward Mining 

 
A unique characteristic in the backward mining approaches is the identification of 

the stable sequence. A sequence s is defined as stable if the end-projection of s is an 
empty set. In other words, s is a stable sequence if s-end is not contained in the increment 
of any data sequence within s-pj. One may find the projection of s first. For every data 
sequence in the projection, if the increment of the data sequence does not contain s-end, 
one may determine that s is stable. Take Tables 2 and 3 for example, <a>-end is {a} and 
<a>-pj is {ds1, ds2, ds3, ds4, ds5}, whose increment-union is {b, e, f}. Sequence <a> is 
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stable since {a}  {b, e, f}. Considering <(b, a)>, which is an extension of <a>. <(b, a)>- 
end is {a, b}, <(b, a)>-pj is {ds2, ds3}, whose increment-union is {b, e, f}. {a, b}  {b, e, 
f} so that sequence <(b, a)> is stable. Sequences <a>, <(b, a)>, <ca>, <fa>, <c>, <ad>, 
and so on are stable. 

The stable sequence owns two important properties to be used in the backward 
mining for the substantial improvements on incremental sequence mining.  
 
Property 1: The support of a stable sequence in UD is the same as that in DB. 
 
Proof: Let dsUD be a data sequence in the projection of s and the increment of dsUD be M, 
which is the set of items in dsdb. Let the ending of s be N, which is the set of items in e1 
of s. dsUD contains s since dsUD comes from s-pj. If M does not contain N then N must be 
contained in dsDB. Because the increment of every data sequence in s-pj does not contain 
the ending of s, the support counts of s in UD are “contributed” by all the corresponding 
data sequences in DB. Therefore, the support count of a stable sequence s in UD and that 
in DB are the same.                        
 
Property 2: Any extensions of a stable sequence must be stable. 
 
Proof: Let s be an extension of s. The s-end is the same as s-end since both itemset-ex- 
tension and sequence-extension extend s backward. The s-pj is a subset of s-pj so that 
s-end-pj is a subset of s-end-pj. The s-end-pj is an empty set if s is stable, by definition. 
Thus, s is stable because s-end-pj, which is a subset of s-end-pj, is an empty set.   
 

Note that property 1 addresses that the support count of a stable sequence remains 
the same in the updated database. Therefore, we may skip the support counting process 
of stable sequences in backward mining approaches. Furthermore, property 2 identifies 
the group of stable sequences, generated by the proposed backward extensions for su-
per-sequence formations. As a result, the stable sequences and all their extensions can be 
eliminated from the support counting process within both the Apriori based and the pat-
tern-growth based framework.  

The stable sequence property is utilized in the proposed approaches to speed up the 
mining extensively. The experimental results in Section 5 indicate that a large number of 
projected databases are eliminated in BSpan. Also, many candidate patterns in BSPinc 
were pruned. More than 75% patterns were pruned, when both algorithms incrementally 
mined the synthetic dataset C10-T2.5-S4-I1.25 with minimum support 0.001 and modi-
fication ratio 0.1. 
 
4.3 BSpan: Backward PrefixSpan for Incremental Mining 

 
In this section, we describe the proposed incremental sequential pattern mining al-

gorithm within the PrefixSpan framework using the backward mining methodology. The 
algorithm is called BSpan (Backward Sequential PAtterN mining and updating). We de-
scribe the terms used particularly in the BSpan algorithm as follows. 

A sequence s = <evev-1…e2e1> is a postfix of sequence s = <ew…e2e1> (v  w) if 
and only if the following conditions all hold: (1) ej= ej for 1  j  v1; (2) evev; (3)  
item x  (ev \ ev) and y  ev, x is lexicographically after y. Sequence s = <ewew-1… 
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ev+1ev> is called the prefix of s with respect to postfix s where ev = ev \ ev. For example, 
<fa> is the prefix of <fa d(f,e)> with respect to postfix <d(f,e)>; <e(f,e_)> is the prefix 
of <e(f,e,b)(d,b)> with respect to postfix <b(d,b)>. The (f,e_) means that it is an item-
set-extension of the postfix sequence. The projected database of a sequence s is the set 
of prefixes of all the data sequences in UD with respect to postfix s, denoted by UD|s. 
The increment-projected database of a sequence s, denoted by s-end-pj|s, is the set of 
prefixes of all the data sequences in the end-projection of s (s-end-pj). The original- 
projected database of a sequence s, denoted by s-DB-pj|s, is the set-theoretic difference 
of the projected database and the increment-projected database. In short, projected da-
tabases, increment-projected databases, and original-projected databases contain set of 
prefixes from the updated databases. 

For example, given UD in Table 2, the projected database of <d>, UD|<d>, is the set 
of prefixes from <d>-pj = {ds1, ds3, ds4, ds6, ds7, ds8}, i.e. UD|<d> = {<fa>, <f(b,a)>, 
<fac>, e(f,e,b)} since the prefixes of both ds7 and ds8 are null. The increment-projected 
database of <d>, <d>-end-pj|<d>, is {<e(f,e,b)>} and the original-projected database of 
<d>, <d>-DB-pj|<d>, is {<fa>, <f(b,a)>, <fac>}. UD|<fd> is {<e>}, which is the prefix of 
ds6. <fd>-end-pj|<fd> = {<e>}, and <fd>-DB-pj|<fd> is . Table 4 shows some projected 
databases of the example updated database in Table 2. 

We use PrefixSpan [18] as the fundamental mining framework, enhance it with 
backward mining, and propose the BSpan algorithm for incremental sequence mining. 
We modify the pseudo projection version of the PrefixSpan algorithm [18] by projecting 
databases with respect to postfixes instead of prefixes. The BSpan algorithm, like Pre-
fixSpan, counts (k+1)-sequences from k-patterns’ projection. A projected database is 
divided into the increment-projected database and the original-projected database. If the 
increment-projected database of a sequence is an empty set, the sequence is stable and 
can be eliminated from projection and counting. A sequence having non-empty incre-
ment-projected database is not stable and a projected database would be generated for 
the subsequent mining process.  

 

Table 4. Some increment-projected databases and original-projected databases. 
sequence increment-projected database (s-end-pj|s) original-projected database (s-DB-pj|s) 

<a>  {<f>,<b(e,c(b_)>,<f(b_)>, <f>, <c>} 
<b> {<b(e,c)(b,a)e>, <facd>,<e(f,e,b)(d_)>, 

<(d_)>, <(d_)>, <be(f_)>} 
{<f(b,a)(d_)>} 

<ab> {<b(e,c)(b_)>, <f>} {<f(b_)>} 
<bb> {<b(e,c)>,<e(f,e_)>} {<f>} 
<cb> {<b(e_)>, <fa>} 
<db> {<fac>} 
<eb> {<b(e,c)(b,a)>, <e(f,_)>, <b>} 
<fb> {<e>} {} 

<(d,b)> {<e(f,e,b) >} {<f(b,a)>} 
<(f,b)> {<be>} 
<bab>  
<eab> {<b>} 
<fab>  

<(b,a)b> {<b(e,c)>} {<f>} 
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Fig. 2 presents the BSpan algorithm and Fig. 3 shows the subroutine in the BSpan 
algorithm. The BSpan algorithm first scans UD to get all the frequent items as 1-patterns 
and obtains the increment-union of UD at the same time. If an item x of a 1-pattern is not 
in the increment-union, clearly x appears in DB and the 1-pattern is a stable sequence. 
The BSpan algorithm can skip the support counting step of stable sequences because the 
support count of a stable sequence in UD is the same as that in DB. Such a skip-counting 
technique is referred to as stable sequence pruning. Moreover, a unique property is in-
troduced by backward mining in Section 4.2: any extensions of a stable sequence must 
be stable. Thus, once a stable sequence s is discovered, the support counting step of all 
extensions of s can be skipped. The stable sequence pruning can significantly speed up 
the incremental mining process. To determine whether a stable sequential pattern s is still 
frequent after updating, we can simply check its support count, which is available with-
out any computations, against the new minimum support count in UD, i.e. minsup*|UD|. 
When a 1-pattern exists in the increment-union, the BSpan algorithm generates its pro-
jected database as the increment-projected database and the original-projected database 
for the subsequent mining. 

 
Algorithm: BSpan  
Input: DB (a sequence database before update), UD (a sequence database after update), 
minsup (minimum support), PDB (previous sequential patterns in DB) 
Output: PUD (sequential patterns in UD) 
1. scan UD to get L1, the set of 1-patterns, and the increment-union of UD. PUD = L1. 
2. for each 1-pattern <x> in L1 and item x  increment-union of UD do /* <x> is stable */ 
3.    for each extension of <x>, s, do 
4.    get s.count from PDB, if s.count  minsup*|UD| then PUD = PUD  {s}. 
5.    endfor 
6. endfor 
7. for each 1-pattern <x> in L1 and item x  increment-union of UD do /* <x> is not stable */ 
8. generate <x>-DB-pj|<x> and <x>-end-pj|<x> 
9. call Postfix_proj (<x>, <x>-end-pj|<x>, <x>-DB-pj|<x>). 
10.endfor 

Fig. 2. Algorithm BSpan. 
 

The BSpan algorithm determines whether a k-sequence s (k > 1) is stable by check-
ing its increment-projected database, s-end-pj|s. If s-end-pj|s is an empty set, s is stable 
so that s and all its extensions are eliminated from counting. Furthermore, the search 
space is shrunk iteratively during mining because if s is an extension of s, UD|s is a 
subset of UD|s and s-end-pj|s is a subset of s-end-pj|s. We may skip the checking of the 
extensions of s once s-end-pj|s is an empty set. 

Subroutine Postfix_proj is used for the support counting in increment-projected da-
tabases. It first verifies whether a sequence is stable. If a sequence is found to be stable, 
its support count can be obtained from PDB (sequential pattern in DB) directly. Moreover, 
all extensions of the stable sequences are stable so that we may immediately determine 
whether its extensions are frequent from PDB. Consequently, no projected databases are 
generated. 
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Subroutine Postfix_proj (p, p-end-pj|p, p-DB-pj|p) 
Input: p = <ek…e2e1>, p-end-pj|p is the increment-projected database of p, p-DB-pj|p is 
the original-projected database of p 
1. scan p-end-pj|p and p-DB-pj|p and find each item b, such that b can be used in a se-

quence-extension or an itemset-extension. /* <b>.count  minsup*|UD| */   
2. for each frequent item b do 
3.  extend p with b to form pattern p. PUD = PUD  p. 
4.  if the count of b in p-end-pj|p = 0 then /* p is a stable sequence */ 
5.     for each sequence s, where s is an extension of p, s  PDB do 
6.      get s.count from PDB, if s.count  minsup*|UD| then PUD = PUD {s}. 
7.    endfor 
8.   else /* p is not a stable sequence */ 
9.     generate p-DB-pj|<x> and p-end-pj|<x> 
10.     call Postfix_proj (p, p-end-pj|p, p-DB-pj|p). 
11.  endif 
12. endfor 

Fig. 3. Subroutine Postfix_proj. 
 

We check the support count of a sequence s in increment-projected database: if this 
value is 0 then s is stable. The support count in the increment-projected database of se-
quence s can be obtained from counting in the increment-projected database of s, where 
s is the postfix of s. The support count of an unstable sequence is obtained from the 
original-projected database of s. Postfix_proj performs support counting and stable se-
quence detection in the same time. 

Note that the minimal support count changes because |UD| changes. Although the 
support count of a stable sequence is the same, the pattern has to be validated against the 
new minimum count. We generate original-projected databases for an unstable sequence 
to get its support count. The final support count of an unstable sequence s is the sum of 
|s-end-pj|s| and |s-DB-pj|s|.  

When the database is incrementally updated, PrefixSpan has to re-mine the whole 
database for the up-to-date patterns, while BSpan utilizes the stable sequence properties 
and discovers the sequential patterns efficiently.  

An illustrating example of running BSpan on the updated database UD (minsup = 
1/3) in Table 2 is given below. 

 
Running BSpan: scan UD once, we have the set of 1-patterns {<a>:5, <b>:7, <c>:3, 
<d>:6, <e>:5, <f>:5} and the increment-union {b, d, e, f}. Thus, sequences <a> and <c> 
are stable. We can skip the support counting and database projection for sequences <a> 
and <c>. In addition, we can determine whether any extensions of <a> and <c>, if they 
exist in PDB, are frequent by validating their support counts in PDB. Sequence <ca> (also 
<(b,a)>) is no longer frequent in UD since its support count is 2 but <fa> remains fre-
quent in UD. We also know that <b>, <d>, <e>, and <f> are not stable. Therefore, the 
following steps are performed on 1-patterns <b>, <d>, <e>, and <f> subsequently. Algo-
rithm BSpan calls Postfix_proj on <b>, i.e. Postfix_proj(<b>, <b>-end-pj |<b>, <b>-DB- 
pj|<b>), on <d>, on <e>, and on <f>. The operations of Postfix_proj(<d>, <d>-end-pj|<d>, 
<d>-DB-pj|<d>) are described below.  
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Running Postfix_proj: we have <d>-end-pj|<d> = {<e(f,e,b)>} and <d>-DB-pj|<d> = 
{<fa>,<f(b,a)>,<fac>}. After scanning <d>-end-pj|<d> and <d>-DB-pj|<d>, we have 
{a:0+3, b:1+1, c:0+1, e:1+0, f:1+3}. The a:0+3 means the count of item a in <d>-end-pj 
is 0 and that in <d>-DB-pj is 3. Sequential patterns <ad>:3 and <fd>:4 will be added to 
PUD. Since the count of item a in <d>-end-pj is 0, <ad> is a stable sequence. Thus, 
<fad> is also a stable sequence and we may add <fad> to pUD by obtaining its count of 3 
directly from pDB without generating any projections for counting. We need to generate 
<fd>-end-pj|<fd> and <fd>-DB-pj|<fd> for the recursive call of Pofix_proj on <fd>. It turns 
out that no sequential patterns are generated from the extensions. Consequently, the se-
quential patterns generated by Postfix_proj(<d>, <d>-end-pj|<d>, <d>-DB-pj|<d>) are 
{<ad>:3, <fad>:3, <fd>:4}. 

Take Postfix_proj(<b>, <b>-end-pj|<b>, <b>-DB-pj|<b>) for another example. We 
have <b>-end-pj|<b> = {<b(e,c)(b,a)e>, <facd>, <e(f,e,b)(d_)>, <d_>,<d_>, <be(f_)>} 
and <b>-DB-pj|<b> = {<f(b,a)(d_)>}. After scanning the two projections, we have {a:2+1, 
b:3+1, c:2+0, d:1+0, e:3+0, f:2+1, d_:3+1, f_:1+0}. Sequential patterns <ab>:3, <bb>:4, 
<eb>:3, <fb>:3, <(d,b)>:4 will be added to pUD and they will perform recursive exten-
sions by calling Postfix_proj each. All these calls return no patterns.  

Finally, we have the sequential patterns in UD PUD = {<a>:5, <b>:7, <c>:3, <d>:6, 
<e>:5, <f>:5, <fa>:3, <ab>:3, <bb>:4, <eb>:3, <fb>:3, <ad>:3, <fd>:4, <fad>:3, <(d,b)>: 
4, <be>:3}. 
 
4.4 BSpan: Backward PrefixSpan for Incremental Mining 
 

The proposed incremental mining algorithm, BSPinc (Backward SPAM for incre-
mental mining), is within the Aprioi framework using the backward mining methodology. 
We adapt the SPAM algorithm [2] with the primary modification of extending candidate 
patterns in a backward manner. When the database is incrementally updated, BSPinc 
utilizes the stable sequence properties and discovers the sequential patterns efficiently.  

The bitmapped representation in [2] is also used in the BSPinc algorithm. The set of 
1-patterns are obtained after scanning UD once. Each 1-pattern is then extended to form 
the candidate sequences for further testing. The BSPinc algorithm, like the SPAM algo-
rithm, generates candidate (k+1)-sequences from k-patterns. The candidate patterns are 
then counted to determine whether they are frequent. Both sequence-extensions and 
itemset-extensions in candidate generations are conducted in a backward manner. The 
candidate generation-and-test, improved with our backward mining and stable sequence 
pruning, is performed until no more candidate is generated. Fig. 4 shows an example of 
candidate generation using items a and item b, up to the candidate 3-sequences. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Backward candidate generation: using items a and b for example. 
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For example in Table 2, we may scan <d>-end-pj, which is {ds6, ds7, ds8} to get 
<ad>-end-pj, which is . Thus, <ad> and all its extensions are stable so that further 
counting for these sequences are not required. For convenience, some end-projections 
and DB-projections are listed in Table 3. 

Fig. 5 outlines the BSPinc algorithm. The subroutine SS_pruning used in BSPinc 
algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. BSPinc first scans UD to get all 1-patterns, their end-pro- 
jections, and their DB-projections. The increment-union of UD is obtained in the same 
time. All the 1-patterns whose item disappears in the increment-union are stable se-
quences. Except the stable sequences, the 1-patterns are to be backward extended, by the 
proposed sequence-extensions and itemset-extensions, and recursively mined to deter-
mine whether the extensions are frequent in UD. 

 

Algorithm: BSPinc 
Input: DB (a sequence database before update), UD (a sequence database after update), 
minsup (minimum support), PDB (previous sequential patterns in DB) 
Output: PUD (sequential patterns in UD) 
1. scan UD to get L1, the set of 1-patterns, DB-projections of L1, end-projections of L1, 

and increment-union of UD. PUD = L1. 
2. for each 1-pattern <x> in L1 and item x  increment-union of UD do /* <x> is stable */ 
3.    for each sequence s, where s is an extension of <x> do 
4.       get s.count from PDB, if s.count  minsup*|UD| then PUD = PUD  {s}. 
5. for each 1-pattern <x> in L1 and item x  increment-union of UD do /* <x> not 

stable */ 
/* {y| y  x} is the set of items which are lexicographically before item x */ 

6.    call SS_Pruning (<x>, L1, L1-{y| y  x}). 
Fig. 5. Algorithm BSPinc. 

 

Subroutine SS_pruning, abbreviated from stable sequence pruning, is used to verify 
whether a candidate sequence is stable first. If a candidate is found to be stable, its sup-
port count can be obtained from PDB without further support counting in UD. Moreover, 
any super sequence of the candidate is stable so that we may immediately determine 
whether its super sequence is frequent from PDB. We check the end-projection of a can-
didate sequence s: if s-end-pj =  then s is stable. The s-end-pj can be obtained by 
scanning s-end-pj, where s is the postfix of s. The support count of an unstable sequence 
is obtained by scanning its DB-projection. 

 

Table 5. Total execution time of dataset C10-T2.5-S4-I1.25, minsup=0.02.  
Modification ratio IncSP BSpan BSPinc 

10% 2.671(s) 0.031(s) 0.042(s)

20% 3.016(s) 0.034(s) 0.051(s)

40% 3.391(s) 0.041(s) 0.062(s)
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Subroutine SS_Pruning (p, Sc, Ic) 
Input: p = <ek…e2e1>, Sc = the set of candidate items to be used in sequence-extensions, 
Ic = the set of candidate items to be used in itemset-extensions 
/* Ssc = the set of stable candidate items in sequence-extensions */  
/* Isc = the set of stable candidate items in itemset-extensions */ 
1. Sc = Ic = Ssc = Isc = .  
2. for each item sq in Sc do /* sequence-extension */ 
3.   s = <{sq} ek … e2e1>, scan p-end-pj to get s-end-pj.  
4. if s-end-pj =  then /* s is stable */ 
5.  Ssc = Ssc{sq}.  /* SS_pruning is not required for item sq */ 
6.  get s.count from PDB. 
7.  if s.count  minsup*|UD| then PUD = PUD  {s}; Sc = Sc{sq}.  
8.  for each extension s” of s do  
9.    get s.count from PDB, if s.count  minsup*|UD| then PUD = PUD {s}. 
10. else /* s is not stable */ 
11.     Sc = Sc{sq}. /* sq will be used for recursive sequence-extension */ 
12.  scan p-DB-pj to get s-DB-pj,  
13.     if (|s-end-pj|+|s-DB-pj|)  minsup*|UD| then PUD = PUD  {s}. 
14.  endif 
15. for each item cq  Sc and cq  Ssc 
16. call SS_Pruning (<{cq} ek … e2 e1>, Sc, Sc-{y | y  cq}). 
17. for each item iq in Ic do /* itemset-extension */ 
18. s = <{iq}  ekek-1 … e2e1>, scan p-end-pj to get s-end-pj. 
19. if s-end-pj =  then /* s is stable */ 
20.   Isc = Isc{iq}; /* SS_pruning is not required for item iq */  
21.  get s.count from PDB. 
  /* if s is frequent, iq will be used for recursive itemset-extension */ 
22.  if s.count  minsup*|UD| then PUD = PUD  {s}; Ic = Ic{iq}.   
23.     for each extension s of s do  
24.     get s.count from PDB, if s.count  minsup*|UD| then PUD = PUD  {s}. 
25. else /* s is not stable */ 
26.   Ic = Ic{iq}. /* iq will be used for recursive itemset-extension */ 
27.   scan p-DB-pj to get s-DB-pj 
28.      if (|s-end-pj|+|s-DB-pj|)  minsup*|UD| then PUD = PUD  {s}.  
29. for each item cq  Ic and cq  Isc   
30. call SS_Pruning (<{cq}ekek-1…e2e1>, Ic, Ic-{y | y  cq}) 

Fig. 6. Subroutine SS_pruning of the BSPinc algorithm. 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.1 Setup of the Experiments 
 

To assess the performance of the proposed algorithms, comprehensive experiments 
using a 2GHz AMD Sempron PC with 1GB memory were conducted. Both synthetic 
datasets and a real-world dataset were used in the experiments. The synthetic datasets 
were generated using the IBM dataset generator [1]. Please refer to [1] for the detail of 
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the parameters. The real-world dataset Gazelle contains click-stream data from Ga-
zelle.com and was processed into click sequences of customers [9]. In summary, there 
were 29369 data sequences, the maximum sequence size was 628, the maximum session 
size was 267, and the maximal session number in a data sequence was 140.  

The total number of data sequences, i.e. |UD|, was determined and these synthetic 
data sequences were generated. Some data sequences are then split into two parts to sim-
ulate their counterparts in the original database and the incremental database. We used 
the open source from IncSpan [5] to cut the data sequences. The modification ratio is the 
percentage of data sequences in UD that will be modified (to form DB and db). For the 
modified data sequences, 10% more transactions of the original sequences are appended.  

We implemented the SPAM algorithm and obtained the PrefixSpan from the Illimine 
website (http://illimine.cs.uiuc.edu) as the basis of common sequence mining. SPAM took 
20.39 seconds while PrefixSpan took 16.1 seconds on mining dataset C10-T2.5-S4-I1.25 
with minsup 0.001. When the support was lowered to 0.0005, SPAM took 24 seconds 
while PrefixSpan took 42 seconds. 
 
5.2 Performance Comparison with IncSP 

 
First, the proposed approaches were compared with the incremental mining algo-

rithm IncSP [12], a GSP based algorithm. IncSP is a multiple pass, candidate generation- 
and-test algorithm for mining sequential patterns. Table 5 shows that both BSpan and 
BSPinc outperformed IncSP in total execution time. The execution time gaps were so 
large that IncSP was not compared in the rest of the experiments. The number of data 
sequences in UD was 10000. 

 
5.3 Performance Comparison with PBIncSpan 
 

Second, the proposed approaches were compared with the PBIncSpan algorithm [4]. 
PBIncSpan first constructs a prefix tree, keeps the tree in memory, then maintains the 
sequence tree by scanning the incremental part of the updated database. To enable the 
width-pruning strategy, PBIncSpan needs to construct the sets of sequence ids for pro-
jected databases with respect to nodes. Thus, the required memory space is very huge for 
PBIncSpan. In our implementation, PBIncSpan spent 1.58 seconds on mining dataset 
C10-T2.5-S4-I1.25 and N=10000 with minsup 0.02, for modification-ratio of 10%. The 
time increased to 2.87 seconds when the modification-ratio was increased into 20%. 
PBIncSpan suffers from the huge memory required for storing the prefix tree and the 
increment element sets (IES) of nodes for intersection. The peak memory requested by 
PBIncSpan was up to 503 MB when the modification ratio was 20%. Datasets having 
10000 items makes the prefix tree to have a large number of nodes so that the mining 
cannot finish in a reasonable time for modification-ratio of 40%. BSpan outperformed 
PBIncSpan for both incremental minings. 

Next, the datasets were scaled up by increasing the number of data sequences to 
100K. Unfortunately, PBIncSpan cannot successfully completed the mining with respect 
to 100k sequences since the prefix tree for preserving the large database required a huge 
memory. Maintaining the sequence ids for width-pruning and depth-pruning also used up 
the memory with respect to the low supports. The experimental results are consistent 
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with the report in [4], which describes that PBIncSpan has similar performance as Pre-
fixSpan when the dataset is small, and that the depth-pruning might be inefficient with 
respect to the Apriori property when the prefix tree has a large number of nodes. The 
report in [16] also depicts that the existence checking of sequence ids is time-consuming 
when the updated database is huge. The stability and scalability needs to be investigated, 
as described in [4]. Therefore, PBIncSpan was not compared in the rest of the experi-
ments. 

 
5.4 Performance Comparison with IncSpan 

 
The IncSpan algorithm [5] is a well-known algorithm for incremental sequence 

mining, based on a concept of semi-frequent patterns. Two optimizations including re-
verse pattern matching and shard projection are presented in IncSpan. The reverse pat-
tern matching is totally different from our proposed backward mining, which will be 
discussed in Section 5.5. We compared the execution times of incremental mining using 
IncSpan and our approaches. BSpan and BSPinc are four times faster than IncSpan for 
all the modification ratios on mining dataset C10-T2.5-S4-I1.25, as shown in Fig. 7. 
When the modification ratio increases, the number of stable sequences decreases so that 
the total execution time increases. Fig. 8 depicts that the improvements of incremental 
mining over re-mining. It shows that incremental mining algorithms IncSpan, BSpan and 
BSPinc definitely outperform their re-mining based counterparts. BSpan and BSPinc 
improve much more from backward mining than IncSpan. Fig. 9 shows that BSpan and 
BSPinc consistently outperform IncSpan with respect to different minimum supports in 
total execution time. The result of mining longer data sequences is consistent, as shown 
in Fig. 10 on mining dataset C15-T5-S8-I2.5, |UD|=10000, |db|=1000, N=10000, min-
sup=0.5%. 
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Fig. 7. Varying modification ratios.               Fig. 8. Improved ratio.  
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Fig. 9. Varying minimum supports.         Fig. 10. Varying ratios on C15-T5-S8-I2.5. 

 

The stable sequence property presented in this paper greatly eliminates many can-
didates from support counting. The total number of candidate sequences in SPAM for 
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dataset C10-T2.5-S4-I1.25 and minsup 0.001 are 25.8 million. As shown in Fig. 11, 
BSPinc reduced more than 10 million candidate sequences. When the modification ratio 
is 0.5%, 25 million nodes (candidates) were pruned. Fig. 12 shows the number of pruned 
candidates utilizing the stable sequence property. Based on the property, their support 
counts in the projected database are the same as that in the original database so that many 
projections and support counting are eliminated. It confirms that the stable pattern prun-
ing is very efficient in detecting patterns of unchanged support counts. When the modi-
fication ratio is 1%, almost 96% patterns were pruned. Even when the modification ratio 
is raised to 40%, backward mining may still prune 45% patterns. Stable sequence prun-
ing benefits BSpan so that it outperforms the IncSpan algorithm for more than 4 times. 
The other algorithms in the comparisons cannot benefit from the unique property so that 
no numbers are shown in the figures. 
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Fig. 11. Number of pruned candidates.        Fig. 12. Number of pruned patterns. 

 

Both SPAM and BSPinc may consume a considerable amount of memory. The 
amount depends on the total number of data sequences, the total number of items, and 
the lengths of data sequences. Given 10000 customers, 10000 items, and sequence length 
of 32, it may use up to 10000*10000*32*4=400 Mbytes. The peak memory used by 
SPAM was 458 MB for dataset C10-T2.5-S4-I1.25 with minsup 0.001. When the modifi-
cation ratio was 10%, the peak memory used by BSPinc was 469 MB. The memory used 
by BSPinc is too large to be shown in the comparisons. Fig. 13 shows the memory usage 
by BSpan and IncSpan. Only the previous patterns have to be stored and few projections 
are generated so that the memory usage for BSpan is more efficient. 
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Fig. 13. Memory usage.                Fig. 14. Scale-up of the dataset sizes. 

  

Fig. 14 demonstrates the results of scale-up experiments. The number of data se-
quences was increased from 100K to 1000K. IncSpan needs to scan all the data se-
quences and discover the semi-frequent sequential patterns, using 0.8 * minsup as the 
threshold, in DB. BSpan generates the projected databases only for the unstable se-
quences so that it outperforms IncSpan.  
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The Gazelle dataset contains many long data sequences and the maximum length of 
the sequence is 628. The bitmap representation used in BSPinc cannot handle such long 
sequences. Thus, only BSpan is compared with IncSpan. Fig. 15 shows the execution 
time with respect to different modification ratios for minsup of 0.04%. BSpan is 10 times 
faster than IncSpan. The long data sequences cannot be efficiently handled by IncSpan 
since a great amount of sequences are generated due to database appending. Note that 
when the ratio increased from 10% to 20%, unfortunately many new patterns were gen-
erated due to the appended items, so that the total mining had a large increase. The 
mechanism of the lowered support (described in Section 3) in IncSpan was effective 
when the ratio changed from 20% to 40%. Most of the semi-frequent patterns need no 
re-mining so the total execution time drops. Table 6 lists the number of patterns pruned 
by using the stable sequence property. BSpan pruned 73047/76079 = 96% of the patterns 
for modification ratio of 1%. Fig. 16 indicates that both BSPinc and BSpan consistently 
outperform IncSpan with respect to different minimum supports.  
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Fig. 15. Varying modification ratio.          Fig. 16. Varying minimum supports. 

 

Table 6. The number of pruned patterns in mining the Gazelle dataset. 

Pattern size Number of patterns 
Number of pruned patterns, modification ratio = 

1% 10% 40% 
1 4126 3951 2984 1768 
2 15778 15363 12633 8855 
3 18004 17408 13609 9083 
4 15445 14783 10981 6956 
5 10780 10194 7062 4215 
6 6493 6106 3775 2106 
7 3382 3215 1658 870 
8 1457 1417 563 274 
9 484 480 132 55 

10 113 113 18 5 
11 16 16 1 0 
12 1 1 0 0 

 

5.5 Discussion: Difference Between BSpan and IncSpan 
 
The proposed backward mining methodology might be misjudged as similar to the 

reverse pattern matching technique in IncSpan at first glance. We present the fundamen-
tal differences between the two algorithms as follows.  
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(1) Pattern mining order. IncSpan uses the traditional forward mining methodology to 
mine and detect previous sequential patterns in DB. A brand new backward flow is used 
in our methodology for the mining. The stable sequence property is uniquely held only in 
the backward mining methodology. In addition, the backward methodology projects 
fewer and smaller databases normally.  
 
(2) Reversal pattern matching technique. Backward mining is totally different from the 
reverse pattern matching technique. The reverse matching technique is only used for 
checking support increase of a sequential pattern in DB by matching a pattern against a 
sequence reversely. After the testing, the database projection and support counting pro-
cesses in PrefixSpan re-applied to the increased data sequences. The support-checking 
step in fact is the overhead of incremental mining. Our backward mining algorithm per-
forms support counting and stable-sequence detection at the same time. After the item 
counting in the increment-projected databases, all the stable sequences are identified. 
Moreover, the subsequent counting and projections with respect to each stable sequence 
and its extensions are eliminated. As confirmed by the experiments, most of the previous 
patterns are stable and pruned. IncSpan needs to check not only all the previous patterns 
but also all the previous semi-frequent patterns. This is the reason why our algorithms 
are more efficient than IncSpan. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proposed a novel incremental mining methodology, called backward min-
ing, for incremental discovery of sequential patterns. Using backward mining, the stable 
sequence property effectively improves the efficiency of sequence mining in incremental 
databases. We have designed two algorithms, BSpan and BSPinc, based on the backward 
mining methodology. The BSpan algorithm utilizes the stable sequence property to sys-
tematically eliminate a large number of unnecessary database projections. Using the 
same property, the BSPinc algorithm also enhances SPAM and prunes a large number of 
candidates. The experimental results show that both BSpan and BSPinc outperform the 
well-known IncSpan algorithm and IncSP algorithm. Moreover, both algorithms are four 
times faster than the IncSpan algorithm in execution time. We believe that the method-
ology can be used to enhance algorithms for applications requiring sequence merging 
such as sequential pattern mining over data streams.   
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